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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF & MANAGING EDITOR’S NOTE

The topics in this year’s edition range from college football to kidnapping and span in scope from local concerns about Utah’s medical malpractice tort reforms to international issues facing transnational corporations and the United Nations. To accomplish this, the Journal staff has spent the better part of a year researching, editing, and revising—over and over again—to make each of the papers as accurate, timely, and interesting as possible. This editing process was not without challenges, but all of the authors and editors have done a remarkable job of working through them, proving their commitment to scholarship, teamwork, and excellence. It has been a privilege to work with each one of them.

We would also like to thank the Editorial Board for their support above and beyond standard editing responsibilities. Brandon Healy provided engaging and informative instruction on sound writing mechanics and contributed greatly to the tedious process of finalizing the Journal in InDesign. Joseph King showed creativity and commitment through his work to improve our advertising and recruiting efforts, key aspects to the continued success of the Journal. Nick Peterson filled the role of in-house Bluebook expert, providing detailed instruction and extensive Bluebook editing support. The efforts of the Editorial Board proved to be invaluable, allowing us to accomplish far more this year than we otherwise could have.

We would especially like to thank our advisor and publisher Kris Tina Carlston. Her commitment to the staff and the Journal was second-to-none. Kris Tina’s tireless support and guidance throughout this process have been crucial to our success. Now, without further ado, it is with great pleasure that we present to you the 2011 Brigham Young University Prelaw Review.

Andrew Selman          Hwanhi Chung
Editor-in-Chief        Managing Editor